HIGH DEFINITION SCREEN WITH RED AND GREEN CHARTS
SCREEN SIZE
19"

LUMINOSITY
80 – 320 Cd/m²

CONTRASTS
From 100% to 1.5%

PROJECTION DISTANCE
1.5 to 6m

NUMBER OF CHARTS
100

PROGRAM SETTINGS
2 specific programmable test sequences

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Remote control and mini USB
Cable for recharging
Wall mounting bracket

TEST CHARTS
Optotypes
Letters, Landolt C, Numbers, Letters, Snellen, Children charts

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
W 17.2 x H 14.3 x D 2.4 in - 12 lb

POWER SUPPLY
AV 100-120V/220-240V, 50-60Hz

WALL MOUNTING BRACKET

HIGH-QUALITY VISUAL ASSESSMENT
- Over 100 kinds of general and special charts for an accurate evaluation of the visual performance
  - Visual acuity: Snellen, Landolt C, symbols for children, numbers and letters including ETDRS
  - Special tests: contrasts, binocular vision, aniseikonia, red/green, astigmatism ...
- Optotypes randomization and reversible tests for mirrored room.
- 2 types of progression available: A type or B type

OPTIMIZED REFRACTION CHAIN
- Can be managed either by remote control or by APH550 automatic phoroptor keyboard

OPTIONS
- Floor stand, red/green glass

As improvements are made, these specifications and pictures are not contractually binding and may be changed without prior notice.